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WITH TRANSVERSELY MAGNETIZED LOSSLESS FERRITE

by

GIORGIO BARZiLAI and GIORGIO GEROSA

Summary.

The complete rnodal spectrum in the complex plane of the propagation constant for a rec-

tangular guide partially filled with transversely magnetized lossless ferrite has been investigat-

ed and some numerical calculations have been carried out.



In a previous work"1 ) we have investigated the modal spectrum for a rectangular guide

with perfectly conducting walls partially filled with transversely magnetized lossless ferrite (Fi-

.,ure 1).

Our discussion was however limited

to real values of the propagation constant

Ix.

It is the purpose of this work to in- bo -

vestigate the modal spectrum in the whole ..

complex k. plane. Our discussion will be
limited to zero order modes (k. = 0). Ho

The characteristic equation to be in- ERITE

vestigated has been known for some time('), 0
and it is the following ,

('4,ki senIy 2 bf .ý2 cosk: 2 1fSr Y x
1 2

(1).

Fig, I - The rectanrular guide partially

In equation (1) dependence of the filled with ferrite.

form exo [j(wtt- k, x)3 has been assumed, the propagation constants k., kyo and ky2 aremea-

sured by assu~ning as unit w c o 60 , and .
2 _ 2

k~\i 7i k 2 =tI2- ý-O t2 6= Al - 2ky 0 .- kV 1 ky 2 = k2 ; t2

where e is the relative dielectric constant of the ferrite and A, and /A2 are thecomponents of

the ferrite tensor relative permeability

At U2 0
S= "/A'2  Al 0

0 0 1

(1) *,Mod n e• •. GuIdes Pird nall File4 wit T, av,,, qnXJze F.ri,,ep if Tran.so
t O -o - or .1ot h o, 1 .. tict o.'•o tn.61(uta• l).1•, ne ,

r C llkote Ao Nrciproa MicroaeCmonn*-J MApele
(2) - M.L. Kale&, H.N. Chair • NO. Sakio, .A Nonreeipuocal Microwave Componunts - J. Appi. Phys., vol. 24, pp. 816-817, lane

1953- aerata: p. 1528;, cember 1953.
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For a lossless ferrite 41 a,ii 42 are real an-i are 1,iven by the followiný exoressions:

U'1  + 2 -•= P
-T2 1.. 72

where :

a:0 Ho40H

is the saturation -a qetization )f the ferrite, i1 is the applied d. c. magnetic field, y is

tie ýyro,,jagnetic ratio for the electron.

To our knowledge discussions of equation (1) have been rather limited and the oily nu.

,:ierical results available for lossless structures refer to real values of the 1roa ration constant.

In what follows we shall consider only lossless structures. It is easy t.) veriry that if

is a soltion Df (1), k: (tWe asteris'c inlicates the couplex conjupate) is also a solution.

To simolify our analysis 'we slia~l ass une b, = b0 . For this case it is easy to carry out

an asymitotic analysis by ass it-ing

M• Il > > t • k. 1-> > It' 1

an j in - dliti on

AI + 42 0 an d Al4-A2 +1 I 0•

From (1) we obtain the following asynitotic solutions (k= ka' + k3 )kR 0

(3)

and

kR 1 tan h .W ' 2 A21 A l
( bf 

42

x bf

orovided that :
42 Al AA2 <1
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For a lossless ferrite 9, .1.id z2 are real .inm are ,Yiven 'oy the followin, ex'iressions

41 7 1 + P1 2 JU -I- -j-___ __
iT22

where

A~j 0go Ho WOW

is te saturation )a ne tiion of th e ferrite, 'I is the applied d. c. magnetic field, y is

t'ie yrofiagnetic ratio for t6ie electron.

To our knowledge discussions of equation (1) have been rather limited and the only nil-

,;lerical results available for lossless structures refer to real values of the )ro,)a ,ation constant.

In what follows we shall consider only lossless structures. !t is easy to veriFy that if

is a solutioi of (1), k* (tile asterisk in licates the co-1plex conjugate) is also a solution.

To simrnlify our analysis we shall assume bf = bo. For this case it is easy to carry out

an asymototic analysis by ass uiting :

()IkI > > Ik I> > 1t2L,

and in adlitiori

ALI +42?,- 0 a ALI -U2 +I A 0a

From (1) we obtain the following asy.nptotic solutions (k, k R + j k)

(3)

and

SR tanh" 2

(4)
k) n 7

orovided that :
42 2 4

O< I<
,u-2
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Fig. 2 - Solutions of equation (1) in the complex plane of the propagation constant k. kR +j 0 Thenume
rical results refer to the numerical values of o, C, r, bf and b0 indicated in the figure. These values may be
taken to correspond to

MO=0.3 Wb/mI2 1 = 106 /4, A/m f = �/ 2rr = 9000 Mc/s ; (bf+b 0 )/ w- Y , = 0.9".
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or 2 2

kR - coth"'bf U

(5)

(n + 1/2) TT

2 b f 2  
2

if : > 1 .
A'2

In (3), (4) and (5) n is any integral number sufficient to fullfill (2).

We have considered a numerical case for which we have solved equation (1) without any

asymptotic approximation. The values of the parameters are indicated in Fig. 2,in which the so-

lutions of equation (1) are recorded only in the k)_> 0 plane, since the solutions are sym-

netric with respect to the real axis.

The solution of equation (1) have been obtained by separating real and immaginaryparts

and setting them separately equal to zero. In the plane kR , k , each of these two equations

is represented by a curve with many brances. From the intersections of these two cqrves we ob-

tain the solutions sought.
We have investigated the following zone o the k. complex plane

-20 <kR 20 0, !k _< 2<

This investigation has required about twenty five hours of a medium speed electronic

digital computer.

With the numerical values assumed in Fig. 2, the asymptotic solutions are given by (3)

and (4).
From the numerical results and the asymptotic ana lysis it appears that the structure con-

sidered possesses only one zero order unattenuated propagating mode and an infinite number of

attenuated propagating modes, lying in a narrow strip including the immaginary axis.


